We report on a quantitative experimental investigation of velocity-changing collisions by means of velocity-selective optical pumping (VSOP). We have calculated the VSOP line shape for an atom with hyperfine structure with the use of two phenomenological kernels for the collision effects: the Keilson-Storer kernel, and a two-term kernel consisting of a broad Keilson-Storer part and a narrower Gaussian component. Corrections were included to account for the finite absorption in the sample and the backward reflection of the pumping beam. The experiments were carried out in sodium vapor with neon as the perturber gas. The D~line of sodium was used for optical pumping, and the orientation of the ground state was detected. Free parameters of the theory were determined by fitting the predicted line shapes to experimental curves. The Keilson-Storer kernel proved unsatisfactory, but the two-term kernel reproduced well the observed line shapes over the entire collision profiles in the neon pressure range 0 -57 mtorr. In an independent experiment using rapidly modulated VSOP we also measured directly the cross section of velocity-changing collisions: cr =(1.13+0.10)X 10 ' cm . The large weight obtained for the narrow Gaussian from the
fits, as well as the collision cross section which is three times as large as the cross section deduced from tabulated gas kinetic radii, may indicate the presence of collisions with relatively small velocity changes in addition to hard-sphere encounters.
I. INTRODUCTIQN
New and subtle techniques for the experimental investigation of atomic collision processes are provided by high-resolution laser spectroscopy. Any nonequilibrium distribution of atoms among the internal states and velocities in a gas will be affected by collisions. By the use of narrow-band lasers the effect of collisions on the atomic velocity distribution can be resolved inside a Doppler-broadened line.
InfornIation about the nature of the collision interaction itself can be derived from such observations.
In this work the method of velocity-selective optical pumping (VSQP) has been applied to investigate the velocity-changing effects of collisions between sodium atoms and neon perturbers. This technique utilizes the optical-pumping effect of a low-intensity light field on long-lived atomic states in combination with the high spectral resolution of a singlemode laser beam. Atomic observables (orientation, alignment, hyperfine population differences, etc.) can be created in the ground state or a metastable state in a narrow distribution of longitudinal velocities selected by the laser frequency. A counterpropagating detection beam interacting with the pumped atoms will consequently have its polariza-tion or intensity modified. Doppler-free signals corresponding to the velocity distribution of anisotropy in the medium are then obtained by tuning the laser frequency. Collisions between atoms will produce a redistribution over velocities and possibly a depolarization of the atomic multipole components. The ensuing broad background in the spectrum reflects the characteristics of the collision interaction. The sensitivity of the VSQP signal to collision effects has already been qualitatively demonstrated in experiments on metastable states of neon. ' The present paper reports on a systematic analysis of the velocity-changing effects of collisions appearing in the VSOP spectra of the Di line of sodium obtained with orientation.
A number of experimental results on velocitychanging collisions are already available in the literature (for reviews see Refs. 3 and 4). Various methods of saturation spectroscopy or two-photon spectroscopy have previously been applied, mostly including strong saturating laser fields. With the VSOP method applied in this work one avoids saturation of the optical transition and optical coherence effects. The evolution of the observables due to the interaction of the atoms with the light can be calculated exactly within the rate theory of optical pumping, the essential new feature being the selec- 0&19g3 The American Physical Society tion of a narrow group of velocities. In studying collisions within VSOP, only a single interatomic potential is involved and well-defined atomic observables are detected by applying modulation techniques. Thus, one avoids the mixing of contributions from different electronic levels and from various atomic multipole components having different collisional relaxation characteristics. Such features, often inherent in saturation spectroscopy, complicate an accurate interpretation of the line shapes.
At present a practical approach to the theoretical analysis of velocity-changing collisions seems to be restricted to phenomenological collision models used with kinetic equations of the Boltzmann type. In several detailed studies a hard-sphere collision model has been applied for comparison with experimental line shapes.
The hard-sphere approach appears to be satisfactory for collisions with very light perturber atoms that are able to produce only small velocity changes in a single collision. In such experiments the detailed features of the collision kernel are not easily resolved. On the other hand, collisions with heavy perturbers have been described as predominantly "strong" and rapidly thermaliz-111g. ' Sodium atoms colliding with neon perturbers of nearly equal mass represent an interesting intermediate case characterized by progressive thernialization but still having a clearly resolved average velocity change per collision. Effects of rare-gas collisions on the excited 3P &~2 state of sodium have previously been studied in a two-photon experiment where hard-sphere models were applied. We have analyzed our VSOP spectra of sodium using collision models with varying parameters to allow for deviations from the hard-sphere character. In this paper a two-term collision kernel is discussed that includes large-angle scattering as well as smaller velocity changes with enhanced persistence of velocity.
Corrections to the line profiles accounting for the absorption of the light beams and the retroreflection of the pumping beam have been included in the analysis. A detailed comparison of the new model kernel with experimental results has been performed and values for characteristic parameters have been determined.
We have also measured the cross section for velocity changes of sodium colliding with neon atoms in an independent experiment applying rapidly modulated VSOP and a phase-shift method. Section II contains an outline of the VSOP theory applied to an atom with hyperfine structure. Collision effects are included and line shapes are given. of the electronic levels of the atom. The rate theory of optical pumping with discharge light sources is well established. ' When the linewidth of the light is much smaller than the Doppler broadening in a gas, the pumping acts selectively on a single velocity group of atoms, introducing a correlation between internal variables and atomic velocities. We consider a monochromatic light field 8' (r, t) 
with polarization e~, angular frequency 0, and wave vector k. The field interacting with an atom is assumed to be weak enough to satisfy the condition where 4 is the atomic dipole moment and I, g is the homogeneous linewidth of the atomic transition.
In this limit we may neglect coherence effects in the evolution of the atomic density matrix, and the rate equations for optical pumping are still valid.
The hyperfine structure exhibited, for instance, by alkali-metal atoms introduces some additional complexity into the high-resolution spectrum. Within VSOP, however, it is straightforward to calculate exactly the various contributions to the signal from the spectral components. When the hyperfine splitting is of the order of the Doppler width, the structure of the atomic levels will not only lead to a splitting of the line, but also introduce additional crossover resonances due to the experimental geometry. Consider an atomic system consisting of two electronic energy levels with angular momenta Jz and J, in the ground and excited states, respectively.
The nuclear spin I leads to hyperfine splitting into sublevels characterized by total angular momenta F& in the excited state and F" in the ground state, see Fig. 1 (a). The energy difference between the levels F& and F" is denoted by fiQ&". Monochromatic pumping and detection beams are propagating in op-posite directions through a cell containing the gas [see Fig. 1 
We will explicitly consider only the axial velocity component u of the atom. Associating velocitydependent density matrices p&(u) and p, (v) with the I atoms on the levels F& and F", respectively, we generalize the VSQP equations of Ref. 2 to include the hyperfine structure. In the absence of collisions in the gas and without magnetic fields we obtain p"(u, t)=g( -,y" (u)IB"", p (u, t)I +ihE""(v)[B"", p"(v, t)])+ g r""g D,p"(u, t)D,
dt p"(v, t) = g y~" (u)(e)t D)p"(u, t)(e g.D) -I~" (u, t),
where the sum over p (v) is taken over the hyperfine levels Fz (F") of the excited (ground) state. The absorption rate yz "(u) and the light shift HEI' (u) for the transition F"~F& are determined by the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the expression
where &, g is the reduced matrix element of the dipole moment
The rate of decay from the level Fz to F" through spontaneous emission is 1 z, and the total spontaneous decay rate of the level F" is I "=g, 1~" . The absorption operator B" is defined by B", =P"(e g. D)P"( eg. D)P", where P""are projection operators onto the states F& "and D is a vector operator containing only the angular part of 4. In defining (4) we have used the fact that the dipole operator & acts only on the variables of the electrons and not on those of the nucleus (cf. Appendix A).
The anticommutator and the commutator in (3a) describe the effects of absorption and light shifts, respectively, on the hyperfine levels of the ground state. The term in (3a) containing I &"and that in (3b) proportional to 1& give the effect of spontaneous emission. The last term on the right-hand side (rhs) of (3a) describes the relaxation of the groundstate density matrix towards thermal equilibrium due to the fact that the atoms enter and leave the beam, which takes place at a rate yo « I &. Finally, the first term on the rhs of (3b) contains the transfer of atoms from the ground state to the excited state by absorption. The thermal equilibrium density matrix is written and Jg are the electronic angular momenta of the ground state and excited state, respectively. Total angular momenta of the hyperfine levels are denoted by F" for the excited state and F" for the ground state. Resonance angular frequency for the transition between F and F& is (h) Scheme for velocity-selective optical pumping. Pumping beam is expanded to provide homogeneous optical-pumping conditions. Sample is probed by a counterpropagating detection beam.
where No is the atomic number density and u is the most probable speed.
For a low intensity of the pumping light, such that yz "«yo, Eqs. (3) can be written to first order in the pumping rate for a description of the effect of optical pumping on the ground levels (see Appendix A). To the lowest order the light-shift term vanishes. The resulting linearized equations of motion for the density matrix allow us to calculate the evolution of the atomic observables of the hyperfine levels (orientation, alignment, and hyperfine popula-tion differences) under the influence of velocityselective optical pumping.
In order to study the orientation F, of the hyperfine level F"of the ground state we calculate the velocity-dependent expectation value (F, )"(U) = Tr"IF,p"(U) I, where the trace runs over the Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine state F . For the equation of motion we obtain (see Appendix A) (F, )"(U,t)=y (F, ) (U)yo(F, )"(U,t) .
The total orientation distribution of the atom is given by
The pumping coefficients (F, )z" in (12) are given in Appendix A. The indices p,v, v' label the hyperfine levels involved: The orientation of the level F" is achieved by excitation from F~to F&, followed by transfer through spontaneous emission to the level F" in the velocity group detei ruined by U =(0 -0&")/k. The branching of the spontaneous decay towards different hyperfine levels leads to repopulation pumping effects when v&v'.
The stationary solution of (9) gives the velocity distribution of (F, ) on the ground levels. This is fornxed by narrow Lorentzians of width 2I,g/k, as is seen from (12). Equation (9) where the sum is taken over the ground-state hyperfine levels F". The constant pumping rate yz is de- 
B. The signal
The VSOP signal is obtained by detecting the modification of the transmitted counterpropagating probe beam [see Fig. 1(b) ]. In the present experiment the polarization of the pumping beam is modulated between the rightand left-circular states cr+. This gives rise to a time-varying circular dichroism which appears as a modulation in the absorption of the circularly polarized detection beam. To calculate the ac signal we apply the formalism of Ref. 2 to an atom with hyperfine structure (see Appendix B). The signal proportional to the orientation of the ground level is given by S(Q) ( Ãg ( '~( Mg ( 'gR"""' f du(F)"(utL(Q D""+km), where the sum is taken over hyperfine levels p, v. The detection beam has the field strength 8'd and the same angular frequency 0 as the pumping beam. The factor R"""',defined in Appendix 8, determines the relative contribution to the orientation signal from the probe beam absorption for each transition F"~F&. This factor is obtained by decomposing the F states, as the dipole operator acts only on electronic variables. The orientation is probed in narrow Doppler-shifted velocity groups determined by the Lorentzians in (14).
An explicit expression is obtained by inserting into (14) the orientation distribution (F, ) (U) from the stationary solution of (9). Assuming I, g «ku (Doppler limit) we have, after integration, 
C. Collisions and line shapes
Although the vapor pressure of the active atoms is low enough to allow a mean free path much longer than the cell, the presence of a buffer gas will give rise to collisions between active atoms and perturbers that change the atomic velocities.
A pumped atom in the ground state has a long effective lifetime in the beam and is apt to undergo several collisions even in low perturber gas pressures. This leads to a spreading of pumped atoms over velocities. In fact, strong collisions may result in optical pumping of the entire Doppler profile. "'
The VSOP line shapes contain information about the relaxation characteristics of the multipole components of the atomic density matrix as well as velocity-changing effects.
We assume the collisional relaxation to be isotropic and neglect any collisional coupling between observables of different multipolarity. The perturber pressure is assumed low enough to allow us to neglect collisions during the lifetime of the excited state, i.e. , y, «1, where y, is the collision rate. ' The orientation (F, )"(v') of the atoms with axial velocity v' on each hyperfine level F"ofthe ground state is transferred by a collision to the velocity v at a rate given by the collision kernel K(v', v). A onedimensional description of the kernel will be used, and K(v', v) is taken to be identical for all hyperfine levels F". The equation of motion for the groundstate orientation (F, )"(v) including collision effects is obtained from (9) by adding collision rate terms. We find the transport equation
I spectroscopy. In VSOP the crossover signals are particularly simple to interpret quantitatively. For a resonance with v&v' (different lower levels) the detection beam probes only the effect of repopulation pumping produced in the branching of spontaneous decay. Owing to the symmetric dependence of (15) on 0& and Q&"some of the resonances coincide.
The rate of relaxation for each velocity group is K u', u u= (19) where g is a parameter giving the fraction of orientation conserved in a collision (0 & g & 1).
The formal steady-state solution of (17) is obtained by iteration (see, e.g. , Ref.
3). We write the solution for the orientation distribution in the form
We have defined the convolutions
The first term on the rhs of (20) gives the orientation of atoms that have not collided, and the sum teriri describes the collisional redistribution over velocities. The function @"'"'(v) gives the probability distribution for the orientation of an atom after n successive collisions.
We will not consider very weak collisions, i.e. , we assume that the width of the kernel is clearly larger than the homogeneous linewidth 2l, g /k. The detected orientation signal is then found from (14) and (20) after integration: y =yo+y where the collision rate y, is taken to be independent of velocity. ' The kernel K ( v', v ) describes the disorienting effect as well as the velocity change. We define S(Q)~g g g""""exp
with the definition v"=(Il -Q"")/k .
I The signal (23) is seen to contain a spectrum of narrow resonances superposed on broader background distributions produced by collisions and described by the sum over n. Once the kernel K(v', v) is known, the complete VSOP line shape is given by (23) Modulating the pumping polarization at the angular frequency tv introduces a complex relaxation rate y+itv into (17) and leads to a dephasing of the signal. The complex solution of (17) acquires the form
y+ le (25) Sz"(Q,t)~(y costvt +co sincvt) +CO XQ""""L(Q -Q~") . (26) A measurement of the amplitudes of the in-phase and in-quadrature components of the phase-shifted peak (26) yields the ratio (S g2/S0)""=- (27) This provides the value of y, and y, is subsequently obtained from the linear variation of y as a function of pressure. This method is sensitive to collisions producing a resolved average velocity change b, v &21, g/k. where~(to, v) accounts for the modified collision background (for details see Ref.
2). Thus a phase shift is introduced in (F, )". By extracting a single Lorentzian resonance from the background we find, for the signal determined by the real part of (25),
Its (Vp'v'~Vpv) with /3=(1a )'~u . This kernel has the form of a displaced Gaussian distribution with a velocity shift determined by a. The Keilson-Storer kernel yields analytically tractable solutions for the line shape and gives a thermal distribution of atomic velocities in the limit when a large number of collisions take place.
The width parameter a depends on the active atom-perturber mass ratio and gives a measure of the strength of the collision or the amount of "velocity memory" retained in a collision. For a=0 the collision is therinalizing.
The Keilson-Storer model (28) 
The profile described by (29) and (30) also includes the contributions from crossover processes.
In a few previous studies of velocity-changing collisions the Keilson-Storer kernel has been used with a fixed value of a to approximate the effects of a hard-sphere potential.
' In experiments on excited sodium atoms with rare-gas perturbers, the hard-sphere approximation described large-angle scattering adequately, but for heavy perturbers it failed to reproduce the relatively small velocity changes contributing in the vicinity of the reso-
nance. An additional narrow part in the kernel corresponding to collisions occurring with large impact parameters has also been found in saturated absorption experiments. ' ' In effect, a narrow kernel depending only on the difference~vv'~h as been proposed to describe weak collisions in low pres-
sures ' '
In order to describe the manifestations of collisions in VSOP spectra of sodium we will adopt two alternative approaches. First, we compare the experimental results with the Keilson-Storer model using a freely adjustable value of a. Second, we will use a more complex model kernel which explicitly accounts for additional scattering effects near the resonance velocity. We consider a two-term collision kernel of the form 5«p. (33) In general, a two-term kernel of the form (31) leads to cumbersome double sums in the iterative solution of (17). However, under the condition (33) a useful approximation can be developed. Loosely speaking, we may then state that the effect of any number of collisions associated with the narrow Gaussian kernel is masked by even a single collision taking place according to the broad Keilson-Storer kernel. Quantitatively, we assume that we have iterated K, n times and decomposed the result into two parts and K, (v', v) is given by (28). This model introduces two additional parameters into the problem: e determines the relative weights of the two terms, and 5 gives the width of G(v', v). The first term in (31), a
Gaussian symmetric in v and v', is taken to be narrow with respect to the Keilson-Storer part '.
where G(v', v) is chosen as
where k, '"' (g'"') only contains iterated Keilson-Storer (Gaussian) kernels. The next approximation is determined as follows. We write
The first term is g'"+", and the sum of the last three terms defines k, '"+". By induction we obtain K, '"'(v', v) The steady-state velocity distribution is the sum of (36) over n=1,2, . . . . This can be cast into a simple form by changing the order of summation in the second term:
where we have defined q = g'y, /y, and
39)
We have used the running integer m on the rhs of (39) to emphasize that there is no longer a unique correspondence between the summing index and the number of collisions n Although the kernel (31) does not give the thermal distribution of velocities in the limit of a large number of collisions, the approximate sum (39) does. In fact, for increasing pressure we have rl~1, and for any e such that 0& e & 1 the Keilson-Storer part finally dominates. Qn the other hand, letting y,~0 the rhs of (39) reproduces the initial kernel (31). The forum (39) perixiits a numerical evaluation of the collision line shape without an excessive use of computer time. Qur approximation scheme can generally be applied to any functional form of the two-teria kernel. When the broad term asymptotically gives a theriacal distribution at high pressures, so does the approximate expression corresponding to (39), and in the limit of low pressures it gives back the assumed two-terni kernel. The buildup of a narrow part in the velocity distribution may even be described with a model that would not give the theririal limit, since this shortcoming is removed in the expression (39) giving the total steady-state distribution produced by collisions.
In particular, when the calculation leading to (39) is repeated with an immediately thermalizing kernel as the broad part, and a Keilson-Storer form of arbitrary width as the "narrow" part, it gives the exact result. ' We have chosen the Keilson-Storer form for the broad part of the kernel because it is the only nontrivial kernel shape known that gives both analytically tractable results and the correct thermal limit. Its relation to hard-sphere models has also been studied in some detail. ' ' For the narrow part we have wanted to choose a smooth kernel that shows an enhanced persistence of velocity and is also easy to handle numerically. These arguments suggest a kernel of the form f (~v -U'~) , and we have rather arbitrarily chosen the Cxaussian (32) to describe our experimental data.
heating system. This allowed the temperature in the finger to be kept somewhat lower than in the cell in order to avoid sodium deposit on the windows and to limit the absorption to not more than 25% at line maximum. This corresponds to a density of sodium of approximately 2X10' cm or a pressure of 10 torr. The light source was a cw dye laser (Spectra Physics 375). Tunable single-mode operation was accomplished by using a double Michelson mode selector.
The effective linewidth of the free running laser was about 10 MHz. The dye-laser intensity was stabilized against slow drift by a servo control of the Ar+ pump laser power. The pumping beam was expanded to a diameter of 7 mm, and its polarization was modulated between rightand lefthanded circular states at a frequency of about 130
Hz by an electro-optic crystal. The detection beam originating from the same laser was about 2 mm in diameter and was circularly polarized by a A,/4 retarder. The beam was split into two beams of equal intensity before the cell to enable differential detection. The pumped dichroism in the vapor produced a signal in the transmitted probe beam intensity, which was demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. The resulting signal was recorded as a function of laser frequency.
The intensity of the pumping beam was attenuated to 0.6 pW/mm and that of the detection beam to 0.3 pW/mm in order to avoid any saturation of the signal and to assure operation in the optical- The VSQP experiment was performed with orientation in the sodium ground state by using the Dl ine (589.6 nm). The collision studies were carried out with neon as the perturber gas. The density of sodium was kept low enough for collisions between sodium atoms to be negligible.
Details of the experimental scheme are shown in Fig. 2 . The cylindrical Pyrex cell, 30 mm long and 20 mm in diameter, was connected to a vacuum line for evacuation and filling with neon. The cell was placed in an oven heated with a coaxial heating wire (Thermocoax) to minimize stray magnetic fields.
The temperature was kept at about 150'C and was stabilized to within 1 C. A drop of sodium metal was contained in a "coldfinger" surrounded by a A recording of the VSOP orientation spectrum of sodium in the absence of a foreign gas is shown in Fig. 3 the spectrum is compared with the theoretical amplitudes of the orientation resonances calculated from (15) for the D& line of sodium at 150'C (cf. Appendix 8, and a similar calculation in Ref. 24 for the case of polarization spectroscopy of sodium). Although the hyperfine structure leads to 16 terms in the sum over p, v in (15), these reduce to nine discrete resonances because of spectral coincidence. Note that one crossover signal vanishes as two resonant processes contribute with opposite signs and cancel. Good agreement with the experimental spectrum is found.
Since the relative magnitudes of the hyperfine resonances can be calculated accurately without any adjustable parameters, the spectrum measured in zero perturber gas pressure allows a check of possible systematic errors which might also distort collision line shapes. In fact, a closer analysis of several recorded hyperfine spectra revealed a slight relative attenuation of the resonances for the level F"=2. The discrepancy could be attributed to absorption, which is strongest for F =2. This effect is discussed further in Sec. V.
B. Collision line shapes
When the cell is filled with a few millitorr of neon gas, collision effects appear in the VSOP spectra.
The effective number of collisions per pumped atom depends on the pressure, and also on the diameter of the laser beams through the parameter yo. Orientation spectra of sodium were recorded at low neon Background produced by velocity-changing collisions is seen to be relatively narrow for 16 mtorr but is progressively broadened with increasing pressure. Resonances can be identified by comparing with Fig. 3 . The high-frequency side of the spectrum is seen to exhibit a very small collision background. This is because the crossover resonance with the common level F"=1 gives a contribution of opposite sign which almost cancels that of the adjacent hyperfine resonances. The narrow peaks of these curves contain a slight residual Doppler broadening owing to a small crossing angle between the beams that was used in these measurements.
The curves in Fig. 4 do not have precisely equal vertical scales but serve for a qualitative comparison.
In a pressure of 16 mtorr the pumped atoms undergo only one collision, on the average, before leaving the beam. This is seen by comparing the areas of the peaks and the background. This curve thus gives a crude image of the kernel involved. A relatively narrow central part of the distribution is seen under the peaks, revealing a substantial contribution from rather small velocity changes. With increasing pressure the background is rapidly broadened and increases in magnitude.
The shape approaches the thermal equilibrium distribution at still higher pressure.
A quantitative analysis of the line shapes of Fig. 4 will be undertaken in Sec. V.
C. Modulated VSOP, the collision cross section
By applying rapidly modulated pumping (cf. Sec. IID) the rate y, for sodium-neon collisions was measured directly. The electro-optic modulator was driven at frequencies up to co/2m=200 kHz and the orientation signals were recorded in phase and in quadrature with the modulation of the polarization.
The signals followed the behavior described by (26). The total relaxation rate y is extracted from the slopes of the lines in Fig. 5 according to (27) . Figure  6 shows a plot of the values obtained for y as a The total cross section o. for velocity-changing collisions is deduced from the relation y, =Ncrv", where N is the number density of perturbers and v" is the mean relative velocity between theinlally distributed neon atoms and sodium atoms having zero axial velocity. '5 We obtain for sodium-neon collisions U"=0.916(8k~T/mp, ) (40) in units of cm . The measured value can be compared with the hard-sphere cross section based on atomic radii for sodium and neon, which is o. =0.33&&10 ' cm . A value close to the latter has, in fact, been found to agree with experimental results on excited sodium atoms when the hardsphere description was applied. Our measurement of o. suggests that the hard-sphere model is not a satisfactory description of velocity-changing collisions in the ground state of sodium. It may be noted that our value of y, agrees with the collision-broadening rate for the D& line of sodium in neon perturber gRS.
V. COMPARISON WITH THEORY
Further information about the characteristics of the collisions was extracted from least-squares fits of phenomenological models to the VSOP line shapes.
We have analyzed our data using the Keilson-Storer kernel as well as the two-term kernel (31). For data processing the experiment was connected to a computer system as sketched in Fig. 7 . The recorded spectra were sampled at 2000 points equally spaced on the frequency axis by the HP 9825A desktop computer, which also controlled the laser frequency tuning. The numerical analysis of the data was implemented on a UNIVAC 1108 comput-CI'.
To achieve a reasonable accuracy in the analysis it was necessary to take into account the following phenomena that cause systematic errors in the line shapes.
(a) The frequency-dependent absorption of the beams alters the relative magnitudes of the peaks and deforms the collision profile. This effect is taken into account by multiplying the theoretical signal by a frequency-dependent correction factor, which is calculated in Appendix C. For each recording the appropriate correction was determined by measuring the maximum absorption. (b) A closer investigation reveals a broad residual background in the signal at zero pressure (see Fig.   4 ). This feature stems from the backward reflection of the pumping beam from the back window of the cell. The reflection gives rise to a weak pumping beam nearly copropagating with the probe beam. This effect requires an additional correction which is also given in Appendix C. The retroreflected pumping beam was measured to give a contribution of only 4% to the signal. However, because the backward reflected wave always gives broader background shapes than the main beam it was found to affect the analysis of the data.
(c) Nonlinearities in the frequency scan are produced by hysteresis effects in the galvanometer used for tuning and by thermal drift of the laser cavity length. The frequency scale was rectified by using a simultaneous record of the galvanometer position and by utilizing the hyperfine resonances as calibration marks. The remaining nonlinearity was estimated to be less than l%%uo of the full scan.
We note that fits were also attempted without these corrections, resulting in significantly larger errors than with the corrections included.
Because the disorienting effects of neon collisions on the sodium ground state are negligible in the present experiment and the orientation survives until the atoms hit the cell wall, we could set g'= 1.
For the Keilson-Storer model we used a, I, z, and the ratio y, /yo as adjustable parameters. In using the two-term kernel (31) the free parameters were a, I ",y, /y"6, and e.
An inspection of the fits indicated that the Keilson-Storer model does not provide a satisfactory description of the experimental results. Firstly, the shapes of the theoretical collision backgrounds devi-ate in details from the measured profiles, although the noiixialized least-squares errors were only about 3 -10%. The deviation is demonstrated in Fig. 8(a) ,
where the difference between the best fit of a Keilson-Storer shape and a curve measured at 33 mtorr is shown in a magnified scale. The Keilson-Storer shape has a shoulder too broad to fit the central part of the background. The sharp wiggles in the center of the curve result from a slight mismatch of the Lorentzian peaks due to an imperfect linearity of the scan. Secondly, the kernel width obtained from the fits appears to vary systematically with pressure instead of being constant: The value of a decreased from Q.75 to 0.63 with the pressure increasing from 16 to 57 mtorr.
For y, /yo, a linear increase with pressure was found as expected. Also, the values of l, g tended to increase slightly with pressure. The two-term collision model (39) was found to yield fits with smaller least-squares errors and better qualitative agreement with experiments than the Keilson-Storer model throughout the pressure range.
In Fig. 8(b) , the difference between the theoretical line shape of the two-term kernel and the experiinental curve at 33 mtorr is shown. The two-term model clearly reproduces the details of the signal better than the Keilson-Storer model. This fact is further emphasized in Fig. 8(c) , where the resonance peaks have been subtracted from both theoretical curves and the difference between the background shapes of the two theories has been drawn. The essential features of Fig. 8(a) are seen to be well reproduced. Figure 9 finally shows a fit of the twoterm line shape to the experimental recording. The close agreement over the entire profile makes the two curves almost indistinguishable. Theoretical curve (solid line) is a least-squares fit giving the parameter values (see the text) a=0.44, 5/u=0. 41, E'= 0 46 I g /ku =0. 0162, and y, /yo --3.09. Hyperfine components are labeled by F"-F and the crossover resonances by c.
With five free parameters, the fitting procedure became rather insensitive to variations in a and 5 close to the optimum. This resulted in large fluctuations in the values of a, but without any evident systematic dependence on pressure. The values of 5 appeared to increase with pressure but only within the error limits, whereas e stayed fairly constant. Taking the total averages of a, 6, and e over various pressures we found the following values for the parameters determining the two-term kernel shape:
Keilson-Storer part of the kernel (31) may therefore be attributed mainly to the effects of close encounter collisions leading to large-angle scattering. As judged by our fits, the importance of the narrow part in the kernel apparently indicates a substantial contribution from collision interactions ranging beyond the hard-sphere radius.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS c7=0.37+0.15, 5/u =0.39+0.07, e =0.51+0.12, where the errors are standard deviations over 13 samples. These results were tested by fitting curves with the three kernel parameters fixed to their mean values. Throughout the pressure range these fits, obtained with the two free parameters I, g and y, /yo, were still better than those obtained from the pure Keilson-Storer model, even when its kernel parameter a also was allowed to vary (three free parameters). In this sense the two-term kernel eliminates the unphysical dependence of the kernel parameters on pressure.
The values of I,g/ku were found to increase from 0.0142 at 16 mtorr to 0.0168 at 57 mtorr. The ratio y, /yo varied linearly from 1.33 to 5.87 over the pressure range. The slight increase in I, g may indicate the presence of additional, very weak velocitychanging effects in the spectra. However, our experimental resolution was not sufficient to allow a closer investigation of a possible broadening of the peaks. At least part of the variation may follow from the coupling of parameters that cannot be avoided in a multidimensional fitting procedure.
The values of y, /yo give the approximate number of collisions per atom. These values can be compared with the measured results of Sec. IV C, which yield y, /yo --1.05 at 16 mtorr with a linear increase to y, /y0=3. 73 at 57 mtorr. The larger values obtained from the fits may be due to the fact that yo depends on the pressure for the colliding atoms contributing to the background signal. '" Also, with the relatively large value of 5 obtained in the fit, the approximation included in (35) underestimates the broadening effects of several successive collisions. This may lead to an overestimation of the collision rate in the fit. Finally, the neglect of the velocity dependence of y, may contribute to the error as well.
It is interesting to note that the result for a is close to the value a=0.38 obtained from the hardsphere model. ' ' lt seems that the broader
In a VSQP experiment one detects well-defined atomic observables. In the linear optical-pumping regime, effects of saturation are absent, and the contributions to the line shape from the various hyperfine components are easy to account for theoretically. These features make the method convenient for a precise analysis of collision effects in the spectra.
In this work we have presented the first application of VSQP for a detailed quantitative investigation of the effects of velocity-changing collisions on the line shapes. The measured observable was orientation but, because of the negligible depolarization in sodium-neon collisions, we expect our results on velocity-changing effects to be approximately valid for the entire density matrix of the sodium ground state.
In our analysis we have taken into account the finite absorption of the beams and the backward reflection of the pumping beam. These phenomena were found to have a noticeable effect on the shape of the spectrum. By comparison of experimental line shapes with theoretical models, the Keilson-Storer kernel has been found unsatisfactory for a description of collisions between sodium atoms and neon perturbers. We have applied a collision model based on a twotef Ill kernel to describe our experimental data. This model has been found to give an improved description of the observed effects of velocity-changing collisions in the VSQP spectra over the entire profile. The following features emerge from our results:
(i) a Keilson-Storer kernel chosen to approximate hard-sphere collision effects (a=0.38) does not fit well to the experimental line shapes;
(ii) the two-term model with a narrow part of the kernel chosen to describe a pronounced persistence of velocity was found to improve the fits significantly; and (iii) the collision cross section obtained from the modulation experiment was considerably larger than the corresponding hard-sphere value.
These results suggest that the part of the interatomic potential ranging beyond the hard-core radius gives an essential contribution to velocity-changing collisions.
Phenomenological studies of collision line shapes are useful for parametrizing the collision kernel or, strictly speaking, at least the collision data observed. A further development along these lines calls for a new ansatz for the collision kernel, possibly with an increased number of free parameters. However, even if it turned out that we could get a good description of the experimental results over the studied pressure range with a number of parameters fixed, adding new parameters may not seem an appealing approach. It would probably be more enlightening to bridge the gap between the collision kernel and the interatomic potential (cf. Refs. 9, 17, and 28). level F" to F"by absorption followed by decay to F" through spontaneous emission. The branching ratio of the spontaneous decay is I ""/I&. 8"" is defined by (6) For the D& line of sodium the hyperfine states are F&g"=1, 2. For the convenience of notation we relabel the pairs (p, v) by the running index i in the order of ascending frequencies of the hyperfine transitions as (1,2)~1, (2,2) -+2, (1,1) -+3, and (2, 1)~4.
We then obtain where the absorption depends on the pumping beam intensity Iz to first order: a (z) =ap+qgIp(z) . 
With a circularly polarized probe beam the pumped dichroism is described by q+ --q =q. Assuming qI~/ap~&&1 we obtain where the row and column indices run over i and i ', respectively, and C is a numerical factor.
S =2IpI&qe
(1e )/ap . 
where A is chosen to give the measured maximum absorption.
Correction for retroreflected pumping beam
The reflection of the pumping beam from the back window of the cell gives rise to an additional beam. This produces optical pumping with the rate rye, where r is an effective reflection coefficient including, e. g., geometric factors from misaligned beams. The reflected beam approximately copropagates with the probe beam and produces a weak orientation (I', )""(U), calculated from (20) The total signal is then given by S,~,(Q) =S(Q)+S"(Q),where S(Q) is obtained from (23). The correction is seen to add a ther-iridal and a nonthermal contribution.
For illustration, we give S", for a two-level transition with the Keilson-Storer kernel applied: Q -Qp I ku exp Q -Qp ku +r exp Q -Qp ku n 1a 1+a"
The reflected beam is seen to broaden the line shape. The constant r can be determined from a measurement in zero perturber pressure (g =0).
